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Niels Wilde

Weird Allies? Kierkegaard and
Object-Oriented Ontology

Through the windr of a wondr
in a wildr is a weltr as a wirbl

of a warbl is a world.
James Joyce

If you want to know where God is,
ask a drunk.

Charles Bukowski

Abstract: This paper examines the connection between Kierkegaard’s philosophy
of existence and Graham Harman’s object-oriented ontology. The claim is that
Harman’s position provides a conceptual apparatus that can beneficially address
some basic ontological points in Kierkegaard about actuality, the self and the
reality of individual subsisting mind-independent entities. On the other hand,
Kierkegaard’s emphasis on the human self as a place situated in existence can
provide a supplement to Harman’s realism which implicitly relies on topological
notions. If we define an entity, in a broad sense of the term, as something in its
own right irreducible to its being-in-a-relation, but we do not want to end up in a
frozen universe of isolated monads, we must revisit the notion of relationality in
terms of vicarious causation (Harman) or indirect communication (Kierkegaard).

The old view of Kierkegaard as a thinker of the asocial individual sealed off from
the surrounding world has not only begun to crack but the steam of this view
burned out years ago. Adorno, among others, viewed Kierkegaard’s position
along this line: “The world of things is for him (sc. Kierkegaard) neither part
of the subject nor independent of it…there is only an isolated subjectivity,
surrounded by a dark otherness.”¹ Several attempts have been made to challenge
this view. Kierkegaard has been interpreted as a socio-political thinker² or as an

 Theodor W. Adorno, Kierkegaard: Construction of the Aesthetic, trans. and ed. by Robert
Hullot-Kentor, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press 1989 (Theory and History of Literature,
vol. 61), p. 29 (my addition).
 See for example Bartholomew Ryan, Kierkegaard’s Indirect Politics: Interludes with Lukács,
Schmitt, Benjamin and Adorno, Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi 2014, and Kierkegaard’s
Influence on Social-Political Thought, ed. by Jon Stewart, New York: Routledge 2011 (Kierkegaard
Research: Sources, Reception and Resources, vol. 14).
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ethical philosopher with an increased focus on the relation to the other in terms
of neighbor love.³ Recently, David J. Kangas, Michael O’Neill Burns and Alison
Assiter, among others, have presented an ontological reading of Kierkegaard
in relation to German Idealism and/or speculative materialism. Kierkegaard’s
ontology is viewed both in line with and in opposition to different aspects of
the idealist tradition. For Kierkegaard, reality does not begin with an absolute
self-positing ego because the act of self-positing is made in the face of the
self ’s abysmal whylessness or non-ground.⁴ There is something incomprehen-
sible about the real, a certain fracture within reality itself.⁵ We face a certain
notion of reality or nature that both preexists the subject and exists independ-
ently of the experience of rational beings like us—what Assiter, with a term
burrowed from Meillassoux, calls a great outdoors.⁶ Kierkegaard’s ontology is
not an ontology of the self alone but an ontology of the self situated in a
world it cannot fully account for or comprehend.

This paper aims to develop a notion of Kierkegaard’s ontology as a topology
of concrete situated existence. I argue that the point about the incomprehensi-
bility of actuality as such does not take it far enough. My claim is that if actuality
as such is incomprehensible, individual entities qua actual must then be
incomprehensible too, at least to some extent. I begin with a brief outline of
Graham Harman’s object-oriented ontology followed by a presentation of the
argument for the incomprehensibility of actuality and individual entities with
The Concept of Anxiety as the primary source. I then go on to show how Harman
and Kierkegaard share a similar ontological view on individual entities through
two examples—the self and the lily. I conclude the paper with a discussion on
realism and topology, where Kierkegaard’s account can help to explicate and
criticize some implicit assumptions in Harman’s position.

 See for example M. Jamie Ferreira, Love’s Grateful Striving: A Commentary on Kierkegaard’s
Works of Love, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2001, and Sharon Krishek, Kierkegaard on
Faith and Love, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2009.
 David J. Kangas, Kierkegaard’s Instant: On Beginnings, Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press 2007, p. 167.
 Michael O’Neill Burns, Kierkegaard and the Matter of Philosophy: A Fractured Dialectic,
London and New York: Rowman and Littlefield 2015, p. 63.
 Alison Assiter, Kierkegaard, Eve and The Metaphors of Birth, Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield
2015, p. xxiii, p. 82.
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I Object-Oriented Ontology

Harman’s variant of speculative realism is about objects and not just brains and
atoms but cheetahs, galaxies, Donald Duck and carnival tents as well. He
advocates a flat ontology where what exists does so on the same ontological
footing and where each object exists as something autonomous in itself.
Object-oriented ontology is also called a weird realism because it holds that
the real is too real to be known, “Reality itself is weird because reality itself is
incommensurable with any attempt to represent or measure it.”⁷ Weird realism
is opposed to what Meillassoux famously has coined correlationism—a philoso-
pheme that has dominated Continental philosophy for the past two centuries (so
it is claimed) where being and thinking are said to be accessible only by means of
their mutual correlation, never apart.⁸ The first limb of object-oriented ontology
is a defense of the autonomy of objects. It is an attempt to breathe life back into
an ancient mummy of philosophy—the infamous substance. The term object does
not refer to the ever-submissive part in the subject-object marriage constantly
facing rejections of divorce petitions by the supreme court of Reason. It is not
a representation produced by the subject due to its epistemic capacities nor is
it the uncanny sardine can that talks back. Harman uses the word object, tool-
being, substance, or thing interchangeably. An object is a private reality in its
own right inhabiting some sort of vacuum free of all relations.⁹ Hence, a basic
definition of objects goes like this: “objects will be defined only by their
autonomous reality. They must be autonomous in two separate directions:
emerging as something over and above their pieces, while also partly
withholding themselves from relations with other entities.”¹⁰ Throughout the
history of philosophy, according to Harman, objects have been the underdog,
banished by means of two different strategies: what he calls undermining and
overmining. The former suggests that objects are too shallow. We need to go
beneath the objects in order to find the deeper reality of which they are built.
However, an object as a whole has a number of features that its various tinier
components do not have in isolation. Hence, the object is more than its building

 Graham Harman, Weird Realism: Lovecraft and Philosophy,Winchester and Washington: Zero
Books 2012, p. 51.
 See Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude: An Essay on the Necessity of Contingency, London and
New York: Continuum 2009, p. 5.
 Graham Harman, Guerrilla Metaphysics: Phenomenology and the Carpentry of Things, Peru:
Open Court 2005, p. 90.
 Graham Harman, The Quadruple Object, Alresford: Zero Books 2011, p. 19.
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blocks. Overmining reduces the object in the opposite direction. It is not
considered to be too shallow but too deep. An apple, for instance, is not a
unified entity but only a name for a series of qualities linked together: red,
sweet, juicy etc., as in the case of empiricism.¹¹ Overmining reduces an object
to its effects. The problem with this model is that it cannot explain change: “if
an object were nothing more than its sum total of current expressions, then it
would hold nothing in reserve from which new surprises could emerge.”¹²
What both strategies miss is the object itself.

The real hurdle of object-oriented ontology, therefore, is to explain how two
autonomous objects, withdrawn from access, nevertheless come to touch one
another. After all, the world is not a static predetermined stage of isolated
monads. It is a dramatic world where snow does fall on cedars, where rocks
break glass, where the howling of wolves and the destructive sword really are
too great for the eye of man. Objects come into contact with portions of each
other. This is what Harman calls the sensual object. The sensual object is the
object in the positive sense which only exists for some observer (human or
non-human). Yet, the object is not exhausted by its accessible appearance but
withdraws. This aspect is what Harman calls the real object. This model is not
a two-world theory but a two-face theory, not a taxonomy of two different
types of entities but a Janus head.¹³ The different parts of an object e.g. the
handle of a knife or the rind of a melon are objects in their own rights as
well. The intermediate zone where objects do approach us is where we are:
“This ether or level of qualities is the very environment…the place where we
always stand, and where we must stand in order for any objects to be able to
entice us into their depths at all.”¹⁴ This place is always the interior of another
object. As Tim Morton puts it, we stand “on a gigantic object called Earth inside a
gigantic entity called biosphere.”¹⁵ Even if we view this placement as a relation,
i.e. with humans on the one hand inside the biosphere on the other, the relation
itself cannot be reduced to either of its relata and is hence an object in Harman’s
definition.

Object-oriented ontology includes not only the relation between, let’s say
humans and hammers but the relation between hammers and nails as well.
Said differently, the subject-object relation is only one among others in the

 Ibid., p. 11.
 Harman, Guerrilla Metaphysics, p. 191.
 Harman, The Quadruple Object, p. 111.
 Harman, Guerrilla Metaphysics, p. 67.
 Timothy Morton, Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World,
Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press 2013, p. 18.
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basic structure of object-object relations since the subject is itself an object. An
object withdraws from direct contact but leaves a portion of itself open for
contact. Harman calls the indirect character of interaction, vicarious causation.
If two objects cannot touch one another directly that means they can only
touch by means of a proxy, i.e. indirectly.

Before following this route into the engine-room of vicarious causation, we
shall see how Harman shares some fundamental points with Kierkegaard. In the
following, I present Kierkegaard’s ontology of actuality. Like Harman, we always
stand somewhere and due to our finitude, we cannot experience the world other
than as a world-for-us.Yet, at the same time, Kierkegaard also insists on a mind-
independent reality where entities—humans and non-humans—cannot be
reduced to the representational capacity of the mind.

II Actuality, Ontology and the Concrete

The notion (although not the term) of situatedness [bestedelse] occurs several
times in Kierkegaard’s authorship and different pseudonyms address the issue
in a variety of ways. Climacus coins the term explicitly in the Postscript to invoke
the concrete emplacement of our existence, something the speculative
philosophy does not and cannot take into account due to its logical apparatus
abstracted from the situation of the concrete existent.¹⁶ In Repetition (1843) by
Constantin Constantius, we read:

I am at the end of my rope. I am nauseated by life; it is insipid—without salt and meaning.
If I were hungrier than Pierrot, I would not choose to eat the explanation people offer. One
sticks a finger into the ground to smell what country one is in; I stick my finger into the
world—it has no smell. Where am I? What does it mean to say: the world? What is the
meaning of that word? Who tricked me into this whole thing and leaves me standing
here? Who am I? How did I get into the world? Why was I not asked about it, why was I
not informed of the rules and regulations but just thrust into the ranks as if I had been
bought from a peddling shanghaier of human beings? How did I get involved in this big
enterprise called actuality?¹⁷

The topological question “where am I?” is directly connected to the existential
question “Who am I?” The loss of meaning reveals the difference between situat-
edness and being-situated, i.e. coming into the world. The incomprehensibility
of my origin, the groundless—“how did I get into the world”—haunts in the pre-

 SKS 7, 274 / CUPH, 252.
 SKS 4, 68 / R, 200.
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sent. The condition of my being here exceeds me. I had no say in whether I
wanted to come into existence or not, “Why was I not asked?” The self experi-
ences a kind of homelessness or a certain distance to the world in which it is,
“What does it mean to say: the world?” The question is not whether or not the
self is somewhere situated in the world but rather what the ontological status
of this somewhere is and how it ended up there/here in the first place, “How
did I get involved in this big enterprise called actuality?” The experience of
one’s situatedness, as portrayed here, shows that the where is never blank but
always-already colored. Said differently, the world in which I find myself as an
ontological condition is already normatively structured. It is a certain network
or preestablished order—a specific context of rules and regulations, customs,
habits, norms, etiquettes and practices—not unlike Heidegger’s das Man. At
the same time, the quotation obviously contains a harsh criticism of the
bourgeois society of contemporary Copenhagen. Words like enterprise, ranks
and Pierrot clearly reveals the attitude towards Modernity anno 1843, “Is there
no manager? To whom shall I make my complaint? After all, life is a debate…”¹⁸
Situatedness is here described as being in an actual socio-historical situation and
the status of this particular situation is characterized by the lowest common
denominators—mass mentality and relativism, amusement, conformity and
philistine mediocrity which devaluates existence into something insipid and
tasteless without salt, without meaning.

If we then turn to The Concept of Anxiety, we find a more general
philosophical discussion of the concept of actuality or reality [Virkelighed]. In
the introduction V. Haufniensis begins with the question concerning the concept
of the actual in relation to German idealism. According to Haufniensis, it is
deceptive to introduce the notion of actuality into logic. Why? First of all, in
logic everything follows by necessity but this is not so in the case of actuality,
since “contingency, which is an essential part of the actual, cannot be admitted
within the realm of logic.”¹⁹ Second, becoming and emergence are an essential
part of actuality as well which cannot be accounted for in logic either, “In
logic no movement must come about, for logic is, and whatever is logical only
is.”²⁰ Further, in the note to this passage it says: “The eternal expression for
the logical is what the Eleatics through a misunderstanding transferred into
existence: nothing comes into being [opkommer], everything is.”²¹ In short,
actuality is dynamic, logic is static. As Jon Stewart has shown, the aim of

 SKS 4, 68 / R, 200.
 SKS 4, 318 / CA, 10.
 SKS 4, 320 / CA, 12 f.
 SKS 4, 320 / CA, 13.
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Haufniensis’ criticism is not the usual suspect—Hegel, but rather the Danish
Hegelian, Adolph Peter Adler.²² Even though the criticism is aimed at Adler in
particular, it is also directed against the German Idealists’ use of the concept
in general. For Hegel, the term actuality is a conceptual category of logic. For
Haufniensis, actuality belongs to the realm of existence. In a Hegelian vein,
Adler associates the actual with the rational, i.e. what is actual is at the same
time what is rational. Actuality is concerned with rationality and conceptuality
and not the concrete individual situated in existence, as Climacus puts it in
the Postscript. The issue, as Stewart remarks, comes down to two different
concepts of the notion of actuality between Kierkegaard and his German and/
or Danish contemporaries—a logical- and an existential one. However, actuality
is a key term, not only in the work of Haufniensis, but in Kierkegaard’s
conception of the existential sphere which “stands apart from conceptual or
discursive thought.”²³

If this is true, the actual situation in which I find myself can be grasped
neither by the very concept of situatedness nor simply by means of its
ontological structure. There is a gap within reality itself but this gap can be
qualified. We might say that the ontic, to use a Heideggerian term, comes to
inform the ontological. Situatedness is not just a static a priori form that can
have different contents due to cultural, geographical, historical circumstances.
The relation is more organic. It is exactly because actuality is ontic, i.e. lived,
concrete and dynamic, that it withdraws from any attempt of systematic totali-
zation or conceptual explanation. The actual both appears (as the somewhere
in which we are situated) and it withdraws (from any logical formula or
discursive encapsulation) but that tension is an ontological feature of actuality
itself. Hence, there is an ontological tension within actuality itself between
appearance and withdrawal due to the irreducibility of its ontic concreteness.

First, if this tension between appearance and withdrawal is a fundamental
structure within reality itself, it follows that actuality is irreducible to any
concept, rational encounter or systematic totalization. Actuality does not equal
rationality and it cannot be comprehended by logic. In Johannes Climacus or
De Omnibus dubitandum est, Kierkegaard explicitly says that “Reality is not
consciousness.”²⁴ Even though Kierkegaard sometimes uses the terms actuality
and reality differently, it is clear that in this context there is a gap between

 Jon Stewart, Kierkegaard’s Relations to Hegel Reconsidered, New York: Cambridge University
Press 2003, p. 384. See also Jon Stewart, “Hegel and Adler in the Introduction to The Concept of
Anxiety,” Kierkegaard Studies Yearbook, 2001, p. 48.
 Stewart, Kierkegaard’s Relations to Hegel Reconsidered, p. 383.
 SKS 15, 56 / JC, 168.
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ideality (language) and reality: “In the moment I make a statement about reality,
the contradiction is there, for what I say is ideality.”²⁵ Consciousness is said to be
neither the real nor the ideal but lies between reality and ideality or language
without which it would not exist, “Reality is not consciousness, ideality no
more so, and yet consciousness does not exist without both.”²⁶ Consciousness
depends on reality in order to exist but not vice versa, i.e. reality cannot be
restricted to the world-for-us.

As a consequence of this irreducibility of actuality or reality, we cannot
simply explain what actuality is by translating it to existence or becoming
(themselves obscure or abstract terms). We have to dig deeper into the actual.
What do we find here? Well, if the actual is the concrete (as opposed to the
abstract), we find concrete individuals, situations, places, entities etc. As we
shall see, all actual entities obey the tension between appearance and
withdrawal as well, due to their irreducible concreteness.

Kierkegaard’s ontology is complex on this point.When we are talking about
existence and actuality as such, it is certainly right to talk about a kind of non-all
ontology because actuality is not finished but constantly in becoming and there
is a forever incomprehensible outside—the whyless, groundless origin preceding
the self as commentators like Assiter, Burns and Kangas have shown. However, I
would like to take it a step further because if particular entities like the lily, the
bird, the self or the individual etc. could simply be subsumed under the concept
actuality, we would not only turn actuality into something it is not—an abstract
concept with no actual content—but everything that exists in the world we live in
would also be dismissed as a classification or categorization—that which is
actual. The vicious circle tightens its knot. What is actuality? The concrete!
What is the concrete? That which is actual! Hence, actuality risks ending up
as an empty form or worse—a logical category. If actuality belongs to the
existential sphere and situatedness is an essential part of existence, where we
are must be a place full of actual people, Pierrots, rules and regulations etc.
as described in the first quote on situatedness from Repetition. If there is an
ontological tension within actuality itself between appearance and withdrawal
due to the irreducibility of its ontic concreteness, the particular concrete entities
we find within the actual must obey the same tension human or non-human and
lack any logical determination. This is evident in the phrase by Climacus when
he describes “the speculating Herr Professor,” who has explained all of existence
systematically (logically) but has forgotten who or what he himself is—a human

 SKS 15, 55 / JC, 168.
 SKS 15, 56 / JC, 168.
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being and not 3/8 of a §.”²⁷ Further, in a journal entry, Kierkegaard explicitly
states the difference between existence and the concept of existence in terms
of universals and individuals.With a reference to Aristotle’s notion of individual
substances, he states that existence corresponds to the individual, i.e. the
individual human, plant or animal: “But, of course, as was taught as early as
Aristotle, existence corresponds to the individual, to the single individual,
which lies outside or is not subsumed into the concept.”²⁸

If we turn to The Sickness unto Death, Anti-Climacus gives a very clear
definition of actuality which supports the thesis of the ontological tension
between appearance and withdrawal. He states: “thinkers say that actuality is
annihilated possibility, but that is not entirely true; it is the consummated, the
active possibility.”²⁹ In existential terms, actuality as active possibility points
to the openness and indeterminacy of existence and hence to freedom. However,
as we have seen actuality cannot be reduced to the human sphere alone. If
actuality was annihilated possibility, a thing would be what it currently is (as
actual(ized)) and nothing more but this is not so, according to Anti-Climacus.
Entities both are and are not what they seem, i.e. they appear as something
specific but this is not all they are—it could be otherwise. The reality of an entity
cannot be exhausted by its appearance, i.e. it must hold something in reserve in
order to keep the possibility of x, y, z active, i.e. to allow emergence, change and
interruption in the order of presence. Only a portion of the entity appears but it
simultaneously withdraws as the active possibility for it to be otherwise. This
view accords with Haufniensis’ remark when he says that contingency is an
essential part of the actual. This position is very akin to Harman’s. Objects
appear as something in relation to others, but they also withdraw and must
be something in their own rights as well. Concrete entities are both entangled
with other entities, gathered together in the realm of appearance and they are
distinct, singular and irreducible, withdrawn. We have already seen that
actuality contains such an ontological tension and that it is not exhausted by
the presence of the human.

In the following, I will elaborate on this claim in detail through two
examples—the self (human existence) and the lily (non-human entity) in relation
to object-oriented ontology.

 SKS 7, 135 / CUPH, 121.
 SKS 22, 433, NB14:150 / KJN 6, 440.
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III The Self and the Lily

The self is basically an object in Harman’s definition. Yet, this is not all that it is.
It consists of dyadic relations between the finite and the infinite, necessity and
possibility etc. which it synthesizes. The self is not itself one of these relations
but the relation that relates to itself.³⁰ Hence, the self is not reducible to what
it consists of, which was the first criterion of objects in Harman’s definition.
However, it is pretty clear that the self is not exhausted by its external relations
either. The whole reaction against Hegel or at least Hegelianism in one version or
another is to insist on the individual human being who is not merely 3/8 of a § or
a structural element in the progressive development of spirit. On a micro-social
level, the self or the individual is not identical to the intersubjective relation
since what others come to see is merely a mask or a representation and as
Kierkegaard says, we are not what we represent.³¹ This was Harman’s second
criterion.

But, what is the self? The self is basically a place which is itself situated or
placed in a larger topographical setting called actuality. To become oneself is
said to be a movement at the spot/place,³² i.e. not from one place to another
but a movement at the same place which we ourselves are. The notion of
place brings about a notion of relationality and liminality. The self is limited
in different ways. It is bounded by necessity, for example, in terms of
embodiment. There are some things I can and cannot do no matter the effort.
As something existing as itself, and not anything else, the self is also marked-
off from others but at the same time opened-up towards the world with others
in which it finds itself due to its situatedness. Yet, it is impossible to determine
where this limit goes because the self is in becoming and due to the active
possibility, any stable line-drawing would be shattered. The limit of the self is
mobile, dynamic and twofaced, i.e. as a marking-off inward and an opening-
up outward.

The lily, as derived from the Gospels, occurs in the edifying discourses as an
image or a model [forbillede]. However, as an individual entity the lily is different
from the human but it is also different from a tree, a bird, a space rocket,
grasshoppers, sunrays etc.: “In all that is visible there is nothing, not even a
leaf, that resembles another or is its image. If that were the case, then the

 SKS 11, 129 / SUD, 13.
 SKS 9, 92 / WL, 87.
 SKS 11, 151 / SUD, 36.
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image would be the object itself.”³³ The observer is beckoned by the lily as soon
as s/he notice it. How the lily grows is concealed, its inner life stays hidden. It is
perfectly clear that the human observer doesn’t have direct access to this hidden
treasure, because the lily is a teacher and the observer is a humble apprentice
ready to learn by remaining silent and observant. The lily teaches us to be
content with being human and not flee our conditions of situatedness. Kierke-
gaard uses his botanic hero in a short fairy tale intermezzo to illustrate this
point. The lily becomes the main character in a story of despair. In this tale,
the protagonist is a lily who wants to be a crown imperial and flee to more exotic
territories carried by the bird but withers during the journey. In the same
fashion, the human being cannot escape its topological facticity of being
t/here. However, the lily is not a mere metaphor. The lily is an object with
qualities: “The beautifully shaped spathe of the stalk, the delicate lines of the
leaves, the lovely shades and blends of colors, the whole opulence, if I may
put it this way, of ribbons and bows and finery—all this belongs to the lily’s
clothing….”³⁴ Yet, Kierkegaard actually seems to identify the lily with its
clothing: “The lily is said to be clothed, but this of course must not be
understood to mean that the lily’s existence is one thing and having clothes
on is something else—no, to be a lily is its clothing.”³⁵ Still, nothing in the visible
world is like anything else, i.e. the lily cannot be identical to the sum total of its
components (stalk, leaves, color etc.). After all, it is the lily, not the leaf or the
stalk, but the lily who teaches the lesson, i.e. the lily as a whole has a hidden
depth that its various tinier components do not have in isolation. This hidden
depth is what Kierkegaard calls silence [taushed]. The lily is without why and
this silence could be the very whylessness or the groundlessness of actuality
itself that shimmers through in its mode of absence, i.e. as silence: “But to be
able to be silent, that you can learn out there with the lily and the bird, where
there is silence and also something divine in this silence.”³⁶ The silence of the
lily is not only the proper response to the great wonder of whylessness but is
itself an expression of the divine. The divine element could be the active
possibility because what the lily teaches, is something we do not yet possess
but we might learn it and hence, something new happens, changing the current
state of affairs.
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IV Indirect Relations

If we return to Harman, interactions between objects must happen indirectly
through proxies in a vicarious causation. These proxies are called elements.
Elements occupy a position in-between the object-quality dualism. An element
is “a sensual object in highly specific form.”³⁷ In the case of a knife cutting a
melon, the knife does not affect the entire reality of the melon but merely a
portion of it. The roundness of the melon is affected by the cut while its juiciness
is not. The knife comes into contact with the melon’s sliceability while leaving its
color untouched. However, the knife does not interfere directly with these
qualities. It does not actually cut sliceability or round (qualities), it cuts the
melon (object). The knife interferes with the rind of this melon, fresh, more oval
than round (element), yet it is still a melon (sensual object) no matter how
specific. The melon as a whole is not exhausted by the knife cutting it. Take
the same melon as it lies on the chopping board. In this relation, the melon’s
sliceability does not come into view at all but it might instead be its weight,
texture, firmness or whatever. Or, let’s say the relation between the same
melon and a monkey. The color or odor might now be what is alluding to
whether the melon is toxic/non-toxic, edible/non-edible etc. Every object is
surrounded by what Harman calls black noise—a shared sensual medium
where interactions happen. On the other hand, black noise also prevents interac-
tions from happening all at once: “black noise refers to the paradoxical sense in
which objects both belong to each other and fail to do so.”³⁸ We might say that
black noise is a border patrol that both welcomes the elements into the shared
sensual medium with certain dress-codes but at the same time prevents them
from ending up in a cartoon fight cloud with everything around them. Black
noise is the very contiguity or proximity of the translation or transportation of
the proxies (elements) between two objects. As a conclusion: “What we are
confronted with is an infinite series of sealed chambers, but chambers showing
countless trapdoors, slides, and portholes allowing movement from one entity to
the next.”³⁹ This labyrinthine tunnel-system displays a universe of ontological
restraining orders obeyed by all entities. Yet, the very same defendants also
got a taste for vigilantism and civil disobedience.

Kierkegaard addresses the same issue of indirect relations implicitly in at
least three different ways. First, as a concrete entity, the lily is not absorbed

 Graham Harman, Guerrilla Metaphysics, p. 194.
 Ibid., p. 223.
 Ibid.
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by its relation to a human observer, i.e. it is not merely a lily for-us exhausted by
our perception and epistemic conceptual representation of it. The observer
merely comes into contact with a portion of the lily. This, however, is also the
case in the relation between the lily and its surroundings: “What joy when the
dew falls and refreshes the lily, which, now cooled, composes itself for rest!
What joy when after its bath the lily voluptuously dries itself in the first rays
of the sun!”⁴⁰ The dew is translated into a refreshing moisture and the sun
rays are encountered only be means of their drying effects. But this is not all
there is to dew and sun rays. As Tim Morton puts it, not only humans anthropo-
morphize but “everything is in the -morphizing business.”⁴¹ Despite these
external relations, the lily manages to remain what it is: “See how it sways to
and fro, shakes off everything in order to go on being lovely!…See how gentle
it is, always willing to jest and to play, whereas by yielding it is victorious
over the most violent storm and endures it.”⁴² The lily is not exhausted by the
storm nor are the sun rays exhausted by the lily due to the bounded relationality
between these actual entities.

Second, the most obvious example of an indirect relation is Kierkegaard’s
notion of indirect communication. The goal of the indirect message is for the
individual to stand by itself in a relation to God.⁴³ It has a maieutical aim. The
content of the message cannot be a kind of knowledge, since what is requested
is something everyone already possesses since it is concerned with the ethical.
The goal is a movement not from ignorance to knowledge but from knowledge
to realization.⁴⁴ If everyone knows the ethical, the messenger vanquishes since
there is nothing to deliver and no recipient. In the end, there is only one
messenger—God.⁴⁵ The message has to be indirect because the messenger
must co-communicate that he himself is not the messenger but a pupil and
what is communicated is something the recipient already knows. It is interesting
that while communication of knowledge [Videns-Meddelelse] is given in the
medium of phantasy, the ethical message can only be given in reality, where
the (indirect) messenger him/herself exists within the situation of the actual
[Virkelighedens Situation].⁴⁶ The object of the ethical is not a specific set of
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normative rules to follow but the very realization of being alone before God.
However, the relation to God simultaneously involves a relation to the other.
This position is also referred to as “ethical-religious [ethisk-religieuse].”⁴⁷ The
indirect message is not about the what of the ethical content but the how of
the ethical relation which leads us to the third way in which the issue of
indirectness is addressed.

The very mode of relationality concerns how two entities, in this case
humans, genuinely interact. This relation is called neighbor-love and it can
only happen indirectly with God as the middle term.⁴⁸ In its own way,
neighbor-love actually expresses a variation of vicarious causation, i.e. to
touch the essence of the other (the love within) by means of the inessential—
the fruits, inside of a third—God. God is the third in-between the you addressed
by the commandment of love and your neighbor. As the middle term, God (love)
could be interpreted as Being-with. This is a term borrowed from Heidegger and
further developed by Jean-Luc Nancy. According to Nancy, God can be seen as
the with, the among or the between of us, the very Nothing we share in
neighboring.⁴⁹ In Kierkegaard’s version, God is not only Being-with but also
Being-with(in), since love is inside each of us. Love [Kjerlighed] is used both to
express the love placed in us by God, neighbor-love and God as love as M.
Jamie Ferreira has pointed out.⁵⁰ In ontological terms, the first could be
rephrased as Being-with(in), the second as Being-with and the third as Being-
with(drawn). Love seems to be what allows a genuine relation towards the
other but is still preserved as something within each of us which cannot fully
be exhausted. Love is simultaneously manifested and hidden—the subterranean
depth of love remains forever a secret, yet it is recognizable by its fruits. Kierke-
gaard uses the passage from Luke 6:44 for one of his headlines: “Every tree is
known by its own fruit, for figs are not gathered from thorns, nor are grapes
picked from a bramble bush.”⁵¹ Even though love can be recognized by its
fruit, it cannot be reduced to them. Love is not identical with its effects: “The
Life of love is indeed recognizable by its fruits, which make it manifest, but
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the life itself is still more than the single fruit and more than all the fruits
together that you could count at any moment.”⁵²

Even though it might sound weird to talk about love as an object, love is still
something withdrawn from access irreducible to any of its relations. However, it
is not quite clear whether Kierkegaard wants to suggest that love is essentially
something, like Harman claims about objects. On the one hand, Kierkegaard
uses the term “the secret of love” and that love wishes to remain a secret.⁵³
The enigma is a hidden internality, “its secret source and its hidden life in the
innermost being.”⁵⁴ The internal depth is a hiding place: “But you cannot see
this place; however deeply you penetrate, the origin eludes you in remoteness
and hiddenness.”⁵⁵ By invoking the notion of the secret, it follows that there
is something which is secretive. We might call it a secret with no possible
whistle-blowers. On the other hand, it is hard to see that Kierkegaard would
agree that love has a positive essence, i.e. that there is something love
essentially is, even though it is hidden and non-accessible. He states that love
in its innermost being is unfathomable, inexhaustible or non-ground-able
[uudgrundelig] which only emphasizes that it keeps on insisting “thou shall
love” without why but it doesn’t follow that there is something essentially behind
the curtain. Either way, the point is that love is both hidden in its innermost
being and connected with all of existence.⁵⁶ It appears as works/fruits and
withdraws as unfathomable/secretive.⁵⁷

V Realism and Topology

If we return to the Postscript, this tension between appearance and withdrawal
serves as the implicit model for a kind of realism. Climacus develops his position
through a criticism of two different notions of truth—the empirical- and the
idealist definition. The former defines truth as the “agreement of thought with
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being,” the latter the “agreement of being with thought.”⁵⁸ The correspondence
[Overensstemmelse] depends on the notion of being, Climacus says. If being is
understood as empirical being, truth is transformed into a desideratur, i.e.
something merely wanted or desired because the empirical object [Gjenstand]
is unfinished and the cognizing subject is itself in becoming. The notion of the
“unfinished empirical object” points to something concrete that can be an object
of experience but never exhausted by experience. The object itself is not a final
actualized lump of matter that can be captured in a final list of descriptions.
Truth becomes an approximation.⁵⁹ Hence, being must be understood not as
empirical being but as an abstract prototype of empirical being. Viewed
abstractly, the correspondence is finished but then the statement becomes a
tautology because being as finished is the object of thought, not the object itself.
Being and thought come to mean the same and the union turns out to be an
abstract self-identity.⁶⁰ This is not a rejection of reality but a skeptical point
about the correspondence of thought and being. In Philosophical Crumbs,
Climacus illustrates the finitude of our epistemic capacities. First, immediate
sensation and immediate cognition cannot deceive.⁶¹ If one observes a star,
something appears as immediately sensed but as soon as s/he wants to grasp
the star as star through reflection, uncertainty arises.⁶² The what-ness of the
star is immediately sensed as something which has appeared but how it came
to be is not immediately sensed. Stephen Evans⁶³ explains this passage in the
following way: “One could say that uncertainty is present as soon as the star
is viewed as a thing in itself, a mind-independent reality whose existence
transcends my consciousness of it.”⁶⁴ The attitude towards the unknown aspects
of things are called faith or belief because it “believes what it does not see. It
does not believe that the star is; it sees that; but it believes that the star has
come to be.”⁶⁵ Evans calls this position a kind of metaphysical realism. It is
“the objectivity and mind-independent character of existent objects that makes
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knowledge of such objects uncertain in character.”⁶⁶ Evans emphasizes the odd
consequences of this position:

How can one believe in an objective, mind-independent reality and at the same time deny
that human beings have final knowledge of such a reality…How can one say there is a thing
in itself and then deny that we humans ever finally know what that is?…if we don’t know
this objective reality with certainty, how can we be certain it is even there?⁶⁷

This definition of a metaphysical realism echoes Harman’s notion of a weird
realism, where the real is too real to be known. However, this could look like a
deadlock because if the real cannot be known, how do we know that the real
(whatever it is) cannot be known, and how do we then address it? The short
answer must be that we do not know. The question of the real is about faith
(Kierkegaard) or guerrilla metaphysics (Harman), not knowledge. While the
method of how to address (in words and thoughts) what is claimed to be
independent of words and thoughts seems difficult (even impossible), there
might be another way. First, while language as ideality cannot state something
about reality directly because any utterance immediately recoils back into the
ideal, the silence of the lily might show a different kind of communication,
i.e. one not spoken by us but to us. Second, Evans suggests a link between
God and objective truth: “In any case, to believe in God we must already believe
in objective truth, since we can hardly believe in God, trust God, place our hope
in God, and at the same time fail to believe in God’s objective reality.”⁶⁸ The
expression “God’s objective reality” might be problematic because it could easily
be associated with a supreme being and hence, this realism would risk relapsing
into onto-theology. It is clear that faith is only possible in face of the abysmal,
i.e. what is uncertain, incomprehensible. If we knew the possible outcome of
everything, faith and hope would be superfluous. Obviously, we don’t know
how things are going to turn out and due to this lack of knowledge, faith in
God seems to be relevant, not as a guarantee of order and stability but in
terms of possibility, since “God is this—that everything is possible.”⁶⁹ Third,
Kierkegaard’s notion of an incomprehensible outside, that still somehow
makes contact with us, is taken up by Lee Braver who coins the position
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transgressive realism.⁷⁰ According to Braver: “Kierkegaard’s transcendence does
not repose in undisturbed isolation, but makes contact with us. This experience
is not squeezed into our mental structures but violates them….This violation is a
sign of their externality….”⁷¹ As an example, Braver mentions God’s demand on
Abraham to sacrifice Isaac. A demand that shatters the very categories of right
and wrong which couldn’t be understood on the basis of Abraham’s current
mental template.⁷² This is also a linguistic limit since communication requires
common categories but there is none to make sense of this demand.⁷³ Hence,
transgressive realism, in Braver’s reading: “offers a via media, a way to have
our ineffable cake and eff it too. It gives us a reality that transcends our ways
of thinking, but not all access to it.”⁷⁴ We might say that what we get are
hints of this external reality when the present order is shattered, i.e. when
something radically new happens that cannot be grasped within the current
horizon of expectations. The notion of externality, finitude and limitation is
already to move within a topological account since all these terms are basically
linked to the notion of place. Following Jeff Malpas, we could say that place is a
bounded dynamic opening that both unifies and differentiates, separates and
connects.⁷⁵

Harman’s thinking is topological in character but he is not particularly
explicit about it. Objects cannot be exhausted by external relations. Hence,
something prevents the object from being fused into everything around it.
What marks off the object as object, i.e. what makes up its vacuous reality
and what does not? What allows it to fend off what is not pertinent to it?⁷⁶
According to Harman, this question concerns only the thing itself and has
nothing to do with relations.⁷⁷ He calls it the problem of firewalls. While the
notion of firewall is itself topological by being a kind of limit or demarcation,
it can be problematic because it only connotes blockage. Black noise, on the
other hand, has a different function since it both allows some interactions and
prevents others. Everything does not interact with everything else simultaneously
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in a featureless apeiron because relations are restricted by barricades and
boundaries.⁷⁸ However, this is a topological point. The object is a thing in itself
but being so, it must at the same time stand in a relation to that which it is not,
i.e. the inside can only be an inside in relation to an outside. This is not to say
that the object then is exhausted or fully determined by its negative(s) but if this
relation is missing, it is hard to see how it can be a single limited individual
entity at all. Harman unintentionally risks ending up in a Spinozist monism
with one and only one substance (which is free of all external relations since
there is nothing external to it). However, this can be avoided if we stick to the
dynamic character of the sensual object (the aspect of the object open for contact
in a space of appearance) and the real object (the aspect withdrawn from access)
which evokes the notion of the liminal as well. The limit must be dynamic in the
sense of sealing-off and opening-up, i.e. it both unifies and separates, keeping
the singularity of what is gathered intact. This is not to say that objects are
reduced to limits or relations. Harman defines the real not as that which has
an external effect but an internal one—the unification of notes inside objects.⁷⁹
The notion of inside is itself topological and whenever Harman uses a metaphor
to approach this internality, he draws on a topological vocabulary. The inside of
objects is called field, box of surprises, vacuum, subterranean depth, black box,
black hole, hidden kingdom, shadowy underworld, fiery cauldron, an inaccessible
crawl space of reality, crater of the world, smoldering volcanic core, an alchemist’s
laboratory, sealed chamber.⁸⁰ Objects are places, their reality is topological.

For Kierkegaard, the self is a place. As a synthesis, it gathers and unifies the
elements of which it is comprised without being reduced to neither the relation
nor the relata since the self is not the relation but the relation that relates to
itself. We don’t know ourselves through and through and the self cannot be
reduced to its effects or how others interact with it. They only come into contact
with a mask, a representation. The self is something in its own right but it simul-
taneously stands in a relation to otherness. The self is bounded but it is
impossible to determine where this limit is exactly because it is dynamic. In
this reading, God could be interpreted as the dynamic place per se—the
groundless relational structure of actuality within which the self as a place is
itself situated among other individual entities. To become oneself means to
stand in a relation to God which involves the other as well. Like Abraham,
this re-orientation at the place means to affirm without why. The same
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whylessness is expressed through the silence of the lily. God is not the arché
underpinning reality but the topological proximity of reality that both separates
and unites within a common structure as well as preserving the singularity of
each entity within this structure. The notion of the liminal as tied to place reveals
the dynamicity of sealing-off and opening-up not to a static block universe of
isolated monads but to a world where change and interaction occurs between
actual entities without reducing everything to mere flux, process or duration.
As absolute possibility, God is the very dynamicity of place inscribed within
the actual that disturbs the order of presence. As Richard Kearney puts it: “the
Trinity may be rethought as a constant dynamism of mobility and desire, giving
something to the other from out of the space of nothing, from the free place one
leaves open, from no-place, u-topos.”⁸¹ A similar dynamic triad is present in
Works of Love in terms of love as edification, “Love is the ground, love is the
building, love builds up.”⁸² Love builds from the ground up, i.e. from what is
already there, yet it is never exhausted. Love keeps on insisting. In this sense,
love is akin to the active possibility within reality that makes room for something
new to emerge and the same spatial opening, without why, comes to work as the
condition of faith in this—that everything is possible.

VI Conclusion

Where does all of this leave us? Where are we exactly? Perhaps at a mad tea
party, like Alice! Maybe out there or right here where the wild things are? Either
way, it seems to be a wicked place like an abandoned carnival covered in the old
Batman cartoon movie aesthetics with the Joker’s laugh still haunting the old
rides. But there is something in the canvas—“the owls are not what they
seem!” In this paper, I have tried to bring existential philosophy and object-
oriented ontology together. Both Kierkegaard and Harman grapple with some
of the same basic issues—the ontological status of individual entities like lilies,
melons, Pierrots etc. and how relation and change occur. Harman’s ontology is a
philosophy in the making but he has already developed a fruitful conceptual
framework in order to address the ontological tension between appearance
and withdrawal. Without falling into antirealism, Kierkegaard’s emphasis on
human existence is an interesting position in the context of the speculative
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turn in continental philosophy. Instead of brigades for and against correla-
tionism viewed either as a problem to confront or a pseudo problem to dismiss,
Kierkegaard’s cauldron of weird mixtures offers a labyrinthine cartography of
hot topics and pathways. One of them might lead into the age of the Anthro-
pocene and bring some insights to what existence might mean in the face of
potential terracide and mass extinction—the shared abysmal experience of our
time. What existential philosophy and object-oriented ontology both make
clear is that existence is existence and co-existence not only with other people
but with the non-human as well.
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